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Gravitropic response induced by coumarin
Evidences of ROS distribution involvement
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Coumarin effects on gravitropic responses of Arabidopsis thaliana roots were here evaluated. Coumarin alone did not
cause any alteration on gravitropic response showing a behavior similar to control plants. In contrast, TIBA and NPA,
two auxin transport inhibitors, strongly modified root gravitropic responses. The addition of coumarin to the medium
together with TIBA or NPA partially restored the effect of both inhibitors. Simultaneously, a semi-quantitative evaluation of
ROS distribution was performed on root tips. TIBA and NPA caused a wide distribution of O2-, ROS oxidant species, around
the root tip which disappeared with coumarin addition to both treatments, restoring ROS localized distribution. These
results indicated a strong correlation between ROS distribution and coumarin-mediated recovery of root gravitropism.

Plants produce a wide range of secondary metabolites that affect
several physiological processes. However, their effective role and
mechanisms of action are still largely unclear. The involvement of
these compounds with plant hormones, in particular with auxin
in controlling lateral root formation and gravitropic responses,
has been already reported.1 Santelia et al.2 suggested that flavonoids promoted asymmetric PIN auxin efflux carriers shifts
during gravity stimulation, redirecting basipetal auxin streams
needed for root bending. Successively, Kuhn et al.3 defined the
mode of action of flavonols on the auxin transport mechanism.
Li et al.4 demonstrated that 4-methylumbelliferone, a coumarin derivative, regulated lateral root formation on Arabidopsis,
increasing two auxin efflux facilitator genes (PIN2 and PIN3)
expression. They also suggested that auxin redistribution rather
than its biosynthesis was responsible of root branching formation
after 4-methylumbelliferone exposure.
Coumarin is a secondary metabolite widely distributed in both
natural plant communities and crops which play a crucial role in
plant-plant allelopathic interactions.5 Released into the environment, coumarin affects plant growth and development of many
species, interfering with root system, either to inhibit or to promote its elongation.6 The inhibitory effect of coumarin has already
been reported in Avena sp and Phleum pratense roots,7,8 while an
increase of lateral root length but not of the primary one has been
observed in Arabidopsis at 10-4 M coumarin concentration.9 In the
same species, similar effects were usually attributed to auxin that
co-regulated two auxin-dependent processes, lateral root development and root gravitropism.10 Indeed, it has been demonstrated
that agravitropic root mutants aux1 and axr4 significantly reduced

lateral root development.11 Although, Lupini et al.12 suggested an
auxin-like pattern on morpho-physiological responses induced by
coumarin in maize apical root zones, no information is available for
gravitropic root response to this allelochemical. However, current
evidence suggested that alongside to auxin, reactive oxygen species (ROS) were signal molecules in the root bending.13 Recently,
it was suggested that one of the effect of allelochemicals on target plants may be an enhanced biosynthesis and accumulation of
ROS causing the oxidative stress.14,15 For example, gallic acid and
(-)-catechin treatments generated high levels of ROS in the treated
plant roots.15,16 The aim of this study has been to determine the
effects of coumarin on root bending and the involvement of some
signal molecules, such as ROS, at downstream level. Root bending
quantification and O2•- root apex distribution in gravistimulated
Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings have been evaluated.
Two coumarin concentrations (10-4 and 10-6 M), able to influence root lateral length of Arabidopsis seedlings,9 were applied
to stimulate root gravitropic responses for 24 h (90°) and their
responses were showed as distribution frequency in Figure 1.
Coumarin, at both concentrations, did not significantly affect
gravitropic responses showing 85.7% and 90.1% relative root
bending (RRB) values (10-4 and 10-6 M, respectively) similar to
that observed in control roots (96.3% RRB) (Fig. 1). Conversely,
severe gravitropic responses were induced by TIBA and NPA,
two inhibitors of polar auxin efflux, which blocks rootward IAA
movement from the root tip.18 Indeed, both inhibitors expanded
the distribution frequency along the sectors (38.1 and 25% RRB
respectively) (Fig. 1) resulting in an agravitropic phenotype.
These results are in agreement to uneven distribution of auxin
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at different root apex sides. Finally, the same gravitropic assay
in the presence of coumarin and TIBA or NPA was performed.
At both concentrations, coumarin was partially able to restore
root gravitropism induced by both inhibitors. In particular, 10-4
coumarin caused 52.4% and 84.1% RRB values with TIBA and
NPA respectively, while 72.2% and 66.7% RRB were observed
with 10-6 M coumarin treatment (Fig. 1). These results suggested that, coumarin did not alter over 24 h wild-type gravitropism, but it was able to redirect the asymmetric distribution of
auxin, and hence to restore partially root bending. On the other
hand, it is well known that ROS generations play a pivotal role as
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downstream component in auxin-mediated signal transduction in
root gravitropism.13 In order to verify the ROS generation involvement in coumarin gravitropic reorientation, after TIBA and NPA
exposure, the superoxide anion (O2-) was determined through
staining method in root apex of treated plants. The results indicated that coumarin, at both concentrations (10-4 and 10-6 M),
caused O2- localized distribution on both sides (up and down) of
the epidermis similar to that observed in control plants (Fig. 2).
Conversely, in the presence of TIBA and NPA, whole root apex
was stained (Fig. 2). The addition of coumarin, at both concentrations, restored localized O2- distribution (Fig. 2). These results
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of gravity responses of Arabidopsis thaliana (Col 0) roots 24 h after reorientation of 90° to horizontal in the presence of
coumarin and/or auxin inhibitors (1.5 × 10-5 M TIBA, 5 × 10 -6 M NPA). The percentage represents the sum of 90° and 60° sectors (see Materials and Methods).

indicated that coumarin effect in restoring root curvature did not
depend upon auxin redistribution, but was mediated by ROS generation, a downstream component in auxin-mediated signaling.13
How molecular mechanisms involving coumarin and ROS were
integrated to induce gravitropic curvature remains to be clarified.
These results confirmed that coumarin was able to redirected
rootward auxin streams necessary for root bending, exhibiting
an auxin-like behavior or/and interact with the auxin signaling
pathways. The use of agravitropic loss-of-function mutant such
as pin2/eir1 could better explain coumarin action.
Materials and Methods
Plant growth conditions. Seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana (Columbia
0) were soaked in distilled water for 30 min and surface sterilized with 95% ethanol and 5% commercial bleach (v/v) for 5 min
and rinsed 5 times with distilled sterile water. Thereafter, they
were germinated in Petri dish on solidified-agar medium [0.75%
(w/v)]19 containing sucrose [0.5% (w/v)], MES (1 g/L), pH 5.75,
for 4 d, in a growth chamber (22°C, 65% RH, 14/10 h, 300 μmol
photon flux density m-2 s-1).
Gravitropic assay. Gravitropic assay was performed as described
by Santelia et al.2 Briefly, five uniform seedlings (4-d-old) were
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transferred to a single plate containing the same nutrient medium
supplemented with coumarin (10-4 or 10-6 M) and/or 1.5 × 10-5 M
2,3,5-triiodobenzoic acid (TIBA) or 5 × 10-6 M naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA), concentrations routinely used. Plates were
placed vertically at the same environmental condition for 24 h,
and after this period, they were turned 90° for other 24 h. Then,
root images were captured by digital camera (Olympus C-5050)
and the angles of curvature gravitropic were analyzed by Image
Tool software v. 3.00 (UTHSC, USA). To simplify the visualization of the gravitropic responses, each gravity stimulated root was
assigned to one of 12, 30° sectors. The data were expressed as
frequency distribution along the sectors and the sum of 60° and
90° was defined as relative root bending (RRB).2
O2- visualization. In order to visualize O2- in vivo production,
plants were harvested after 4 h under gravistimulation treatment.
The O2- production was visualized by incubating intact roots in
10 mM K-citrate buffer (pH 6) containing 0.5 mM Nitroblue
Tetrazolium chloride (NBT).20,21 The images were captured
using the digital camera (Olympus C-5050) and stereoscopic
microscopy (Olympus SZX9).
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Figure 2. Distribution of O2- visualizated by nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) staining in Arabidopsis root tip reoriented exposed to coumarin and/or auxin
inhibitors (1.5 × 10 -5 M TIBA, 5 × 10 -6 M NPA). Bar = 500 µm.
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